Initial 16 Collators List
The following is a directory of the 16 collators that comprise KILT’s Initial Collator Programme. These
descriptions were provided by each entity and are in alphabetical order with no preferences implied. KILT
Protocol does not recommend collators, does not profit from this list and is not responsible for the work
done by collators. Instead, the list is a resource for the community, to provide background information for
each collator.
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Last updated: 4.10.2021

BOTLabs GmbH
Address: 4q9HbHkTszhd1Kp23Dbkuk1KNE8grgzF9S9Gr6areY21SB6c
Website: https://botlabs.org
BOTLabs is the company behind the KILT Protocol. We are based in Berlin.

B.T.E. BOTLabs Trusted Entity GmbH
Address: 4qBSZdEoUxPVnUqbX8fjXovgtQXcHK7ZvSf56527XcDZUukq
B.T.E. is a software firm producing beautiful applications in the KILT ecosystem. We are the company
behind Stakeboard, Sporran and SocialKYC. We also run a collator node because we want to support
the ecosystem wherever we can.

Canon Tech
Address: 4pRNBF1HNwm1Ua9YCvLALRHt1khipBJphBMWwPCkVVV5bLRV
Website: https://canontech.io/
Twitter: @canon_tech
Canon Tech is an infrastructure provider for Polkadot, Kusama, and other Substrate-based networks.
Canon Tech has deep experience with the Substrate tech stack and how to securely run nodes.

Codenode
Address: 4qDzS5JvE1Lzo1ReY4twy9dVBeVxMxCikKrQF7uqaGVU1fKx
Website: www.codenode.ca
Twitter: @__c0d3
Code is known around the Twitter community for his crypto-themed artwork that has won a few
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meme competitions, and also for his highly popular NFT project "Ku Collection". Code has built a
foundation of experience validating for other blockchains such as Sora network, and now he is the
very first KILT collator in Canada.

Dwellir AB
Address: 4phJhaKeWdThVBGcBY2GR8fbLbd6scz4J48oELePS6bBY4rT
Website: https://dwellir.com/
Twitter: @DwellirOfficial
Dwellir is a privacy-focused infrastructure provider for Web 3.0 with HQ in Sweden. Dwellir services
are high-end staking services for enterprises, community infrastructure and protection of digital
assets.

galaniprojects GmbH
Address: 4oHvgA54py7SWFPpBCoubAajYrxj6xyc8yzHiAVryeAq574G
Website: https://galaniprojects.de/
Twitter: @BlockchainGP
galaniprojects GmbH has been working with the KILT team from day one. galaniprojects has
contributed significantly to the chain and the SDK, and also helped with project management and
graphic design.
galaniprojects is proud to be in the set of KILT’s Initial Collators and intends to run excellent services
over many years!

Glacier Blockchain Technology Co., Ltd
Address: 4sDLkmLvcPzzk3eKfFqEp5wXnhj7Gkj3ha7nFRFpcsb599sA
Website: www.gbctech.cn
Twitter: @xiao_zcloak
Glacier Blockchain is an advocate of the Web3 ideology. It strives to help build an open, transparent
and inclusive network that returns the sovereignty of data to their owners.
By use of blockchain and confidential computing technology, Glacier Blockchain provides technical
solutions which strike a balance between the use of data and the protection of user privacy. Glacier is
very excited to be one of the early KILT Protocol collators.
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Martin
Address: 4tFrypoTnfhY7oLZ1x4iDWqw4ZQ4MFefmEDYFXJztQqvqBWV
Twitter: @DaReal2345
Unofficial KILT German channel: https://kilt-germany-unofficial.medium.com/
Martin is an admin of the KILT Unofficial Telegram channel and the KILT Unofficial Germany Telegram
channel. Martin translates every official article from KILT to German to spread the word of KILT and
educate the German-speaking people. The community, especially in a decentralized project like KILT,
is the highest good. I will use all my available time to support and educate the community about the
KILT project.

Polkadotters
Address: 4pnAJ41mGHGDKCGBGY2zzu1hfvPasPkGAKDgPeprSkxnUmGM
Website: https://polkadotters.medium.com
Twitter: @Polkadotters1
Polkadotters are a Polkadot community-based in Czechia that provides news, articles and in-depth
reviews to all Polkadot followers. Polkadotters are also reputable validators and you can find us on
almost all networks - and support our work with your nomination!

Pragma Ventures
Address: 4qHHbgEKftEGwrbJ3pTijjzT4Q2FypcYsD9Y9C2PcZDiDmgn
Website: https://pragma-invest.com
Twitter: PragmaVentures
Pragma Ventures is a decentralized fund that focuses on supporting early-stage game-changing
blockchain projects. We invest in cryptocurrency start-ups with talented teams who target disrupting
specific niches of the blockchain space and aim to have real-world potential to enrich our daily life
outside of blockchains. The staking arm of Pragma Ventures operates a wide variety of blockchain
validators and collators, including KILT Protocol.

Skedley (Dudley)
Address: 4tGJKxfJ9RJvVeeEFUnPYAP3DZBGJqeNmHt9M5mNGuFdibrY
Skedley is run by Dudley, a developer on the KILT core team. He manages developer relations and
also works on the KILT SDK and application development such as Stakeboard. Dudley oversees
KILT’s Initial Collator Programme.
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Stakely
Address: 4qNT1CQyNrbuFs8p8S1A6Rea5WYbPZGmkztvqjqFrnE5GdGH
Website: https://stakely.io
Twitter: @Stakely_io
Stakely is a staking platform that allows users to earn rewards on their holdings for a selected set of
high-quality blockchains. We aim to lower the barrier for new users by offering low fees, staking
insurance funds, tutorials and multilingual support.

Stakenode
Address: 4opm8cLcUchSNVshzBzboNNjzHKv2dPXXkQuTAzSfJ6RYQEb
Website: https://dotvalidators.org/
Twitter: @stakenode_dev & @Elevate_CV
Medium: https://stakenode.medium.com/ & https://link.medium.com/KgwK12sEWjb
Stakenode provides Validator and Community Development Services to the whole Polkadot
ecosystem validating Polkadot, KUSAMA, Stafi, HydraDX, Shiden, KILT Protocol, and testnet
networks like Zeitgeist, Standard Protocol, Shibuya, and others. Founder of Elevate Community
Ventures and co-Founder of DOT Validators Alliance. Jimmy from Stakenode is an Ambassador for
Polkadot / Astar / Shiden Network and a Council Member for HydraDX.

Stakin
Address: 4tE1N7osNZW92BbvXJUGC2btwWDV5zkGton4B8bBScyMAp73
Website: https://stakin.com/
Twitter: @stakinofficial
Discord: https://discord.stakin.com
Blog: https://blog.stakin.com/
Stakin is an infrastructure operator for Proof-of-Stake (PoS) public blockchains, offering non-custodial
delegation services. The company enables PoS cryptocurrency holders to earn interests on their
holdings, and take part in decentralized governance while remaining in possession of their own
cryptocurrencies.
Stakin serves institutional crypto players, foundations, custodians and exchanges as well as a large
community of retail token holders. Driven by demand from institutional customers and the community,
Stakin provides services for multiple blockchains including leading ecosystems such as Cosmos,
Solana, Polygon, Polkadot, and more.
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Staking4All
Address: 4taHgf8x9U5b8oJaiYoNEh61jaHpKs9caUdattxfBRkJMHvm
Website: https://www.staking4all.org/
Twitter: @staking4all
Medium Article: KILT Validator
Staking4All provides non-custodial delegation services to Proof-of-Stake public blockchains.
Staking4All enables cryptocurrency holders to take part in decentralized governance while holding
onto and earning interest from their cryptocurrencies. Staking4All is an experienced staking service
provider for blockchain projects. Join our community today and earn rewards for helping secure
networks.

Tjwelde
Address: 4oRRardEGiqYxzqsDyV4oJUc1GUm4qP6CnBxyAnDbo7nBrCi
Timo is a Full Stack developer and also the Tech Lead of KILT Protocol. Timo has been working in
blockchain since 2016 and has a proven track record in open source development. Timo’s latest
accomplishment within the KILT dev team is the Stakeboard – a web application for staking your KILT
Coins, where delegators can stake and back collators.
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